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Forward for Revision 2.0
As an instructional designer and technologist, my goal with this book is
remarkably simple, to consolidate and create a job aid for a complex and often
frustrating/misunderstood quest. Rather than hunting all over the Internet, the
map, tips, and information about the game are all gathered and summarized here.
Also, rather than being an obscure Easter Egg in Amazon (like an Earnest
Cline/James Halliday egg, especially on the hidden Pacman arcade game), I want
to make this guide easier to find. Along with the nostalgia, classic video games
and the technology and applied message design behind their creation are
fascinating, especially when considering what has been built upon these
foundations. I hope you find this guide helpful and motivating... have fun and
'pass on what you have learned'... -M
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Quick Tips:
• Mark on a map where all the important items are (see page 5),
• Start off on the easy B setting on your console and in easy game
mode 3,
• If any pixel of E.T.’s body touches any pixel of any well, you are
going to get sucked in that well,
• Do not follow the arrows that appear in the top status bar, those
arrows are not giving you directions, those are for teleporting.
• Once you levitate out of a well, immediately press down,
• Use E.T.’s sprinting ability to avoid the FBI and the Scientist,
• If you are not worried about getting Easter Eggs, quickly eat the
little dots on the screen (while in the “Want some candy” zone),
before the FBI takes them from you,
• Use the Keep Track of the Pieces map (on page 5) and a pencil to
note for yourself where the telephone pieces and zones are (their
locations will change between rounds/games),
• First explore & take notes using the “?” icon zones to find the three
telephone pieces, but do not collect them yet,
• Find the “Call for rescue” zone and the “Rescue landing” zone and
note them in the Keep Track of the Pieces map too,
• Once you know where all the telephone pieces are, grab them and
get to the “Call for rescue” zone quick, use the Fire button to call
for help, now get to the “Rescue landing” zone!
• You may also want to note the location of the “Send people back
to their offices” zone on your map (your ship will not land and
rescue you if people are hanging about on the screen)
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• Take a break when your thumb or wrist starts hurting! (the muscles
we use on modern PlayStation and Xbox controllers must be
different!)
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Introduction
There are a number of instances where what we believed turned
out to be wrong. History is full of examples of something being
repeated so many times and so often that we take that idea as common
wisdom or fact. But, history can be wrong and going back to the
original sources, researching, and investigating for yourself can lead
to a different truth. No, despite what you’ve heard, Atari’s E.T. The
Extra-Terrestrial is NOT the worst video game ever made, and no
it did NOT cause the collapse of Atari or of the North American or
worldwide video game industry.
Is the game flawed? Yes, but an insanely short development
time will tend to do that to many projects. Is the game frustrating to
play? Yes, but it helps to read the original manual that was included
in the box. Is it easy to get lost in wells? Yes, but once you realize
that the map is a six-sided cube, then navigation and finding your way
becomes much easier. Did a bunch of these games get buried in a
desert? Yes, but so did a bunch of stuff from an Atari warehouse. In
fact, the free play world screens, randomized zones every time you
play, a cut scene at the end, a cool title screen, decent graphics and
audio for 1982, and a number of Easter Eggs, are all milestones in the
early years of the video game industry.
In this guide we’ve included a Quick Start that gives you
everything you need on a single page, including a 2-D map and a
reference for the most important icons that you’ll need to remember.
This guide is part walkthrough, part quick-start guide, and partly an
affectionate look at a truly iconic video game. And if you can find an
old Atari 2600, a process to convert from RF to HDMI, and a copy of
E.T., then sit back and enjoy a legend, just in time for its 40th
anniversary and beyond!
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Basic Gameplay
Just like the movie, you are left stranded on Earth, and your
goal is to find three pieces of technology to build a ‘telephone’ to call
for a rescue before you run out of health. These phone pieces are
down deep wells and you have to use your powers of levitation to rise
up from the wells. You also have to avoid scientists and FBI agents in
the process, but you get help from Elliot and Reese’s Pieces which
give you energy.
Pictures in this book
Please note: the diagrams in this book are actual screen captures
from our original, unrestored, 4-switch woodgrain, Atari 2600 after a
conversion from analog RF TV channel 3 to analog composite to
digital HDMI, then a conversion from stretched 16x9 back to its
native 4x3. We did not use artificially pristine software emulators, or
elaborate scan conversion, or post production software, this is about as
near as we could get to how the game would have looked in 1982.
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Getting lost on Earth
The game starts with a decent title screen with a detailed
smiling E.T. welcoming us to his game. Depending on the version of
your Atari 2600, you’ll have A-B settings for difficult (do yourself a
favor and put it on the easier B setting, the humans move crazy quick
on the A setting). You’ll also have the option to select the game
difficulty from the Game Select option on your console. A setting of
1 (hard) will mean both a scientist and an FBI agent will be around to
harass you, a setting of 2 (medium) will mean that only the FBI agent
will be accosting you, but a setting of 3 (Easy) means no humans to
chase you. Press the Red fire button on your controller to start!

The game starts with E.T. landing in a forest somewhere in
Northern Virginia or Maryland (because Washington D.C. features so
predominantly in the game). Yes, I thought the movie took place in
California too, but the manual for the game says Washington D.C.,
we’ll get to that in a bit.
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From the information we have from Christmas morning in
1982, when millions of kids opened their present and tried to play this
game, we do not know how many actually read the manual. Even if
they did, it takes some time to figure out that E.T.’s world in this
game is a 6-sided cube. Think of the Forrest as the top of the cube. So
when the map of the game is viewed from the top:

Moving up from the Forrest moves you to a screen we’ll call
Double Large Wells. Moving the right gets you to a screen we’ll call
8 Multi-Wells (because there are 8 places to fall). To the left gets you
to what we’ll call the Four Diamonds screen, and moving down gets
you to what we’ll call the Arrow Wells screen. Each of these screens
have a variety of empty “wells” or deep pits that will cause E.T. some
health damage when we land in them, and take health to rise out of.
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Now imagine you are on any of those four well screens, if you
keep walking down you’ll visit the Washington D.C. screen. Yes, the
official manual calls this screen Washington D.C., and you can think
of this as the bottom of our cube:

Moving up from the Forrest moves you to the Arrow Wells.
Moving the right gets you to the Four Diamonds screen. To the left
gets you to the 8 Multi-Wells screen, and walking down gets you to
the Double Large Wells screen.
To help visualize the entire map on one page, which will be
helpful to keep from falling into wells when you move between
screens or sides of the 3-D cube, we’ve included a 2-D map back on
the Quick Start guide on page 2. We had to draw this map for
ourselves on a whiteboard to play the game (see page 5), I hope it
helps you too!
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Getting around on Earth
As we’ve described, the Earth in this game is a cube or sixsided die with six screens (or sites as the original manual describes
them). It helps to also keep in mind that each screen has about 16
zones:

So with 16 zones and 6 screens, that’s about 96 zones, or potential
places for the “Call for rescue” zone, which is why jotting down
important locations on a map is extremely helpful. Approximately, 9
or 10 of these zones will have a playable action, such as the “?”, or
“Want some candy” (where you eat candy to get more energy):
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The Forest
The game starts, and each round ends, in the Forest. Once you
land, get all the telephone pieces, and call home for a rescue, you have
to head back to this page before the timer runs out and wait for your
ride:

The Diamond Wells
Moving to the left from the Forest lands you in a screen with
four diamond shaped pitfalls or wells:
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The Arrows Wells
Moving right from the Diamond Wells will land you on the
Arrows Wells (the largest features are shaped like arrows) screen:

The 8 Multi Wells
Continuing to the right, this is the most problematic screen in
the game, there are four times as many places to fall as on the other
screens, for a total of eight wells (the dot near the center is a Reese’s
Pieces oblate spheroid candy from the movie):
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The Large Dual Wells
As we continue to the right we find a screen with the game’s
two largest wells and two average size wells:

Washington D.C.
Yes, the movie takes place in California, but the game
apparently takes place in Virginia or Maryland. Here we have the FBI
offices, Institute of Science, and Elliot’s house:
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The Humans
There are three humans in the game if you are playing on
Difficulty 1, the FBI agent, The Scientist, and Elliot:
The FBI agent appears about every 3
to 17 seconds in Difficulty 2 and 3,
depending on what screen you are on
and how close you are to the FBI
building. The agent will take your
phone pieces and you’ll have to find
new ones, they will also take candy
from you. The agent can jump/float
over the wells as they chase you.
The Scientist is in Difficulty 3, and
will grab you and take you back to
the Institute of Science to study you.
The Scientist also does not fall into
wells as they chase you. If you can
struggle long enough with the
joystick and the Fire button you may
be able to break free from their grasp.
However, if you can’t get away, it is
pretty easy to escape the institute.
Elliot must have trouble finding you
in Difficulty level 1, but he’ll
eventually find you… maybe. In
Difficulty settings 2 and 3, you can
give Elliot the candy you collect for
(bonus points if you survive the
round). If you give him nine
candies he’ll find a phone piece for
you. Elliot will also revive you
when you run out of energy. He is
the only human who can visit you
in the bottom of a well.
18

In the Wells
The bottom of the well is the 7th screen in the game and where
you can find a dying flower. Using your powers to bring it to life will
give you an extra life (also, do you notice how E.T. looks more pale
the closer your health gets to zero?).

In the wells is also where you will find the three phone pieces,
such as the zig-zag “S” shaped piece:
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The “Double Arrows” (or “H” ?) piece:

And the “Spring” (or sideways “W” ?) piece:

Once you have all three pieces you should quickly get to the
spot on your map where you marked the “Call for rescue” zone before
the agent takes a piece from you!
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Gameplay
This was most players on the morning of December 25, 1982
(and also probably most players in the last four decades):

But now that you know your way around the game, we’re sure
you’ll do much better! Some other aspects of the game to keep in
mind:
• Don’t let go of the Fire button while rising out of an empty well,
and try levitating before you hit the bottom of a well to not take
full fall damage.
• Press and hold the Fire button to sprint (E.T. is really fast!),
• Stop moving and press the Fire button when you see an arrow icon
to teleport in that direction (this is also how you activate other
actions in zones),
• Though it’s a game play option, teleporting can drop you into
wells, I try not to teleport when playing because this is annoying.
• Try holding or rapidly pressing the Fire button and moving the
joystick to break away from the Scientist,
• When you first land, walk out of the Forrest then back, and try to
find and make note of the landing zone location (the rescue landing
zone will not be where you started).
• Typically, each screen will have one “Want some candy”, one ”?”
zone, and one “Go back to your offices” zone.
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• If you have a version of the game where the human gets stuck in
the bottom corner of the screen, take your time and take advantage
of the glitch!
• E.T. gets just little paler after dropping to 4000 energy units, and
even more pale at about 2000 units.
• If you give Elliot 9 pieces of candy, then he’ll come back and give
you a piece for your cosmic telephone.
• A little bit about the math of the game (because the math is a little
weird):
o You start with 9999 energy units, and you get 1500 when
Elliot has to save you,
o Elliot can save you three times (four if you save the flower),
o A fall to the bottom of a well costs 269 units,
o Rising from the Pit costs about 111 units, but depends on
how quickly you can get to solid ground,
o Just extending your neck to use your powers takes 19 units,
o Eating a Reese’s piece gets you 341 energy units each,
o E.T. can only carry 9 pieces at a time,
o You get 773 points for every Reese’s piece you keep, and
you get points for your remaining energy units.
o Plus, there’s a complicated scoring method for every piece
you give to Elliot after the 22nd:
§ Piece #23 will cost you 707 units, and you start the
next round with 9292 energy units.
§ Piece #24 will cost you 808 units, and you start the
next round with 8484 energy units.
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§ Piece #25 will cost you 808 units, and you start the
next round with 7676 energy units.
§ Piece #26 will cost you 808 units, and you start the
next round with 6868 energy units.
§ Piece #27 will cost you 0 units, and you start the next
round with 6868 energy units.
§ Piece #28 will cost you 909 units, and you start the
next round with 5959 energy units.
§ Piece #29 will cost you 808 units, and you start the
next round with 5151 energy units.
§ Piece #30 will cost you 909 units, and you start the
next round with 4242 energy units.
§ Piece #31 will cost you 0 units, and you start the next
round with 4242 energy units (and those 4242 units
go pretty quickly if you are searching for E.T.’s black
ninja outfit).
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The Easter Eggs (or Side Missions?!)
Okay, so you’ve gotten this far through the book and you are
now an experienced retro-gamer, are you ready for a new challenge?
Option 1, Step 1, set the game mode to Difficulty 1 or 2, find all three
pieces of the phone, but don’t phone home yet. Now, get exactly 7
Reese’s pieces and give them to Elliot, then find the flower and bring
it to life and you’ll find - Yar from another Warshaw Atari classic
Yar’s Revenge! Option 1, Step 2, finish the round and do it all again Indiana Jones! Option 1, Step 3, finish the round and do it all again the initials “HsW3” for Howard Scott Warshaw! (the designer and
programmer of E.T. who was wrongfully thrown under the bus for
E.T.’s bad sales). The “3” may stand for E.T. being Warshaw’s third
game. I’ve read that the telephone pieces in the game also resemble
the letters H, S, and W, but I’m not sure I see the “H.” They may be a
bit too stylized to me.

Yar from Yar’s Revenge!
There is a second option; set the game mode to 1 or 2, map out
the location of everything first, including where the flower and all
telephone pieces are, and get just the “Double Arrows” (or “H” ?)
telephone piece. Then pick up exactly 7 Reese’s pieces, get them to
Elliot, now find the flower and revive it – it turns into Yar from Yar’s
Revenge and flies out of the well!
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Indiana Jones from Warshaw’s Raiders of the Lost Ark game!
Finish the previous Yar round without dying (this is where that
round 1 map that includes the locations of the other pieces is helpful).
Now repeat the process, including creating a round 2 map for
yourself, get just the “S” piece, get exactly 7 Reese’ pieces to Elliot,
find and revive the flower… and… the flower turns into Indy! Who
apparently is now also stuck in the well with you…

Howard Scott Warshaw’s initials “HsW3”
Finish the previous Indy round, also without dying. Now in
round 3, create a new map, get the “W” piece, get those 7 Reese’s
pieces to Elliot, then find and revive the flower… and… you should
get “HsW3” in the energy count! Congrats if you can get this far! I
thought my sore wrist and forearm were going to give out long before
I was able to accomplish this feat (and my co-author rage quit with
frustration and threatened to find a shovel and bury the game and the
console in a desert days ago).
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“HsW3”!
Jerome Domurat’s initials “JD”
Jerome Domurat was a graphics animator who also worked on
E.T.; he went on to an interesting career with Atari and Sega. His
initials are available if, in game mode 1 or 2, you get a single Reese’s
candy piece to Elliot, then on the 8-Well screen call Elliot. When
Elliot shows up, so will Jerome Domurat’s initials “JD” in the top
status bar (if you give Elliot any more candy, the “JD” will
disappear):
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“Ninja” E.T.?
This may be more of a glitch than an Easter Egg. But, find and
get more than 31 Reese’s pieces to Elliot in a round, finish the round,
and you may get – E.T. wearing all black (like Spiderman’s old school
Secret Wars/Venom suit!). But, I’ve read if you eat any candy then
you turn back to normal E.T. (similar to JD’s initials disappearing
when you give Elliot another candy). You may also see Howard Scott
Warshaw’s “HsW3” initials in the score field at the bottom of the
screen, or some other version of confused digital hieroglyphics.
So far, we’ve not been able to get more than 31 pieces in any
one round, and so we’ve not yet been able to replicate and confirm
this bug occurs in nature (outside of a mod) using the original
cartridge and an original 2600…
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Conclusions and Final Thoughts
To be honest, my 7 year old self remembers the game, I
remember being upset with it, but I do not remember the manual
much less actually reading it. Yes, a quick Google search will find
the original manual and many great references (or see the References
section at the back of this book, especially the great 2014
documentary “Atari: Game Over” – some urban legends are true!).
Our goal here was to compile much of this gameplay information into
a single source. And to provide a clean map to make your notes. I
like creating a map, because having to remember where everything is
while being chased by scientists and agents is way too much cognitive
load for me!
Do you recall that title screen? Back at the beginning of the
game? I missed the significance of that too when I first dusted off this
old E.T. cartridge that I’d gotten from eBay (along with a well-worn
Atari 2600, also from eBay). This is among the first games to include
a title screen in such high detail. For comparison, Atari’s Raiders of
the Lost Ark also had a title screen, but featured a stick figure stand-in
for Harrison Ford (and a scissors lift?), not a smiling E.T. It is among
many of the video game firsts for E.T. (early movie tie in, cut scenes
at the end of rounds, and first officially sanctioned Easter Eggs).

Based on the success of their Raiders of the Lost Ark game and the
huge success of E.T. the movie in the summer of 1982, Atari wanted
to follow up the movie with a game. Negotiations took a long time,
which impacted project timelines, but Atari finally got the rights to
28

E.T. (for the huge sum of $25 million at the time). However, to
maximize profit (and to quickly make back their $25 million) Atari
needed to get the game out in time for the Christmas holiday shopping
season. At the time, an Atari game typically took six months of
development, programming, and testing. But Atari gave Howard
Scott Warshaw, five weeks and half a day. It was a monumental task
(Howard Warshaw would later admit to wishing he had another week
to finish the game). However, Warshaw made the deadline and Atari
sold 1.5 million copies during the holiday shopping season, but they
had made and shipped 4 million. Nearly 3.5 million of these were
eventually returned from stores and distributors back to Atari. Just
like Raiders of the Lost Ark, E.T. intended that the player read the
manual first, otherwise playing the game and trying to figure out what
to do on your own was nearly impossible for most people. At the
time, most arcade and home console games were simple and did not
require a user guide (or today’s walkthrough videos on YouTube,
which may be yet another fist for this game an additional reason why
E.T. for the Atari was ahead of its time). The game was a failure at
the time, it disoriented and demoralized most players, and parents
were returning millions of copies. In September of 1983, truckloads
of unsold, returned, and excess Atari games, game boxes, manuals,
and console parts from Atari’s service facilities in El Paso, Texas

The end scene, where Elliot wonders in and out
of his house, may also be a first (and could we
define this as one of the first ‘cut scenes’ given
that it is between rounds?).
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were dumped in a landfill in Alamogordo, New Mexico. It was a
huge financial and public perception blow to Atari. For a variety of
reasons, Atari continued to lose market share, lose revenue, and lose
the stock value and trust of its parent company Warner
Communications (now WarnerMedia).
The cause of the U.S. video game crash of 1983 was bigger
than just the poor performance of E.T. Also, while 1983 was a bad
year for Atari, it may have been more of a downturn for the industry
rather than a ‘crash.’ In any case, Atari had prioritized money over
quality, there were third-party developer issues, and there was a
growing list of competing new platforms that could also play video
games. At the time, Atari executives were in a huge rush to meet
growing sales demands, to the detriment of the quality of the games.
Atari also licensed game development to independent, third-party
game developers and Atari did not control the quality of the products
these companies released. Quality suffered as many of these
companies also prioritized making money over gameplay attributes.
Limits to the technology in terms of console processing power and
available cartridge storage was also an issue; the aging chipset of the
Atari 2600 was closely based on 1975’s home version of Pong. Also,
at about the same time, three equally legendary pieces of technology,
the Commodore 64, the Radio Shack TSR-80, and the Apple II, were
establishing the home computer industry in the U.S. At the time of
E.T.’s release, Atari had over 80% of the market share in the home
video game console market. However, the start of their decline in
1983 provided the opportunity for Nintendo’s more technologically
advanced Famicom console which was released in Japan in 1983, and
was released as the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) in the
United States in 1985. While the Atari 2600, 400/800, and the 7800
were available into the 1990s, Atari never recovered from the market
share they lost to the NES and then to the SEGA Genesis.
Redemption for Howard Warshaw and E.T. would take over 30
years. On April 26, 2014, Warshaw and hundreds of enthusiasts
where there when the urban legend was confirmed. Over 1,500 Atari
artifacts were recovered from a Microsoft Xbox sponsored landfill dig
in the New Mexico desert that day. Today factory sealed copies of
E.T. go for between $1,000 and $1,500 on eBay, while a copy of the
game from the dig will set you back $1,150,000 (as of the writing of
this book in June 2020). In the winter of 2019/2020, we paid about $8
for our vintage and used E.T. cartridge, another $45 for an original 430

switch woodgrain Atari 2600, and $16 for a power supply for it. We
used an old VHS VCR to convert the Atari 2600’s RF channel-2/3
output to an analog composite video and stereo audio output, and then
used a $10 converter to go from that analog composite video to digital
HDMI for our TV. The screenshots in this book are very close to
what you’ll see when doing a similar conversion process. A modern
Atari 2600 emulator would look better, but that would also be
synthetic and not the actual 2600 experience, but to each their own.
The Atari 2600, and the industry it would help create, is a
beautiful example of industrial design, message design, and human
performance technology. The dazzling rise and equally epic fall of
Atari in the 1980s is the stuff of fairytales, and a case study in
business and engineering management. But the playability, oversaturation, and the forced rush to finish E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial did
not kill the 2600 system, or Atari, or the video game industry, and it is
not the worst game ever made (though we could put it on the list as
one of the most controversial ever). E.T. is actually a technical and
cultural icon, and deserves its extraordinary and mythical status. So,
if you can do a bit of modern digital archeology and can find an Atari
2600 console, find an E.T. cartridge, and find a process to connect to a
TV, then sit on the edge of your seat… and enjoy the legend.
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